










When finished them, 
install the springs. Please
follow the pull-spring guide!

Slide the boom
into to the slot
in the vertical stab

Use CA sparingly! 

Any weight you add at 
the rear will need 3X 
more in the nose.

First glue the nut holders on to 
the plywood wing holder plate.
Then CA the nuts in place. 
Slide complete wing holder plate
into place the glue in with wood glue
.

Glue the balsa sides in place
with wood glue

Prepare the wings for covering. 
Sand all surfaces with a fine 
sanding block. Please be 
careful at the trailing edge.



Glued the bottom spar
into their place.

Prepare the upper spare place.
The location same at bottom spar.
Pull it out sometimes the end of the 
spar on the wing. Check the hole deep. 

Use ruler fixed
whit Tesa film.

Joint the wings.
Use foamsafe Ca.

Locate one wing half correctly on the pod. 
Mark the screw locations using a pen. 
Use a round file to remove foam for the screws.
Similarly mark up the location of the plywood wing 
reinforcements. Cut rebates in the foam to locate 
the plywood pieces. Repeat this for the other wing, 
checking the second against the first.checking the second against the first.



Install the plywood Main spar:
cut it out the place with x-acto knife,
glue in to the gap with epoxy.



Cut it off the surplus tape. Don’t fold 
up the bottom tape over the leading edge!

Drill a 3mm hold for the
launch peg.

Glue in to the 3mm carbon 
rod peg with foamsafe
CA.

Glue up the two pieces
plywood disks on your 
launch arm side.

Place the wing on to the nose

Assemble model and check

all angles are correct.

Wing bottom and horizontal 
stab are 0-0. EWD = 0°

If all correct fix them with
epoxy.



Cut out pockets for the servos, battery and receiver. 

Carve out channels
for the cables.

Glue the nylon tube(cut the
lenght 10mm) 10cm 
behind the pod. 

Install the electronics.

Set the CG to
60-65mm from 
the wing root
leading edge.

Install the control lines 
in to the servos and control
horns between.

Go to fly!


